Multiattribute decision-making (MADM) problem is difficult to assess because of the large number of attribute indices and the diversity of data distribution. Based on the understanding of data dispersion degree, a new grey TOPSIS method for MADM is studied. The main idea of this paper is to redefine the grey relational analysis through the dispersion of data distribution and redesign the TOPSIS by using the improved grey relational analysis. As a classical multiattribute decision analysis method, traditional TOPSIS does not consider the data distribution of the degree of dispersion and aggregation when it is compared with the optimal and worst alternative solutions. In view of the limitations of traditional TOPSIS, this paper has made two major improvements to TOPSIS. Firstly, the new grey relational analysis is applied to evaluate the grey positive relational degree between each alternative and the optimal solution and compute the grey negative relational degree between each alternative and the worst solution. Secondly, the weights of every attribute index about the optimal and worst solutions are put forward based upon the distance standard deviation and the average distance. Finally, the comprehensive grey TOPSIS is utilized to analyze the ranking of weapon selection problem. The numerical results verify the feasibility of the improved grey relational analysis and also highlight the practicability of the grey comprehensive TOPSIS.
Introduction
In recent years, with the development of society, the research on multiattribute decision-making (MADM) is becoming more and more concerned about its simplicity, validity, and accuracy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Generally speaking, multiattribute decisionmaking problem often involves complicated external environment and many different attributes. The TOPSIS (techniques for order preference by similarity to ideal solution) is a useful and powerful method for dealing with multiattribute decision-making (MADM) problems which is presented by Hwang and Yoon [10] . The classical TOPSIS approach is based on the suggestion of the chosen alternative which requires consideration of the distance between the positive ideal solution and the negative ideal solution. The most suitable alternative should be closest to the positive ideal solution and the farthest from the negative ideal solution. At present, with the deepening realization about TOPSIS, some extended TOPSIS techniques have been used widely for MADM problems to overcome the vagueness in the judgments made by the assessors [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . In order to overcome the problem of index weight calculation, AHP is the main auxiliary method of TOPSIS, and fuzzy sets are introduced together to facilitate the quantification of the two pairs of indicators [11] [12] [13] . Some researchers have improved TOPSIS by using the intuitionistic fuzzy number, triangular fuzzy number, vague set, intuitionistic fuzzy entropy, and other uncertainty tools, which can solve MADM problems with intuitionistic fuzzy environment or linguistic fuzziness [7, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
In fact, in the process of multiattribute decision-making with TOPSIS, there are two main problems to solve. On the one hand, the weights of different indexes need to be determined when the alternatives are compared with the optimal or worst schemes. As a relatively simple method, analytic hierarchy process (AHP) has been successfully 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering applied to the weight calculation of TOPSIS [11] [12] [13] 19] , but subjective interference also exists due to expert scoring and pairwise comparison. The technique of analytic network process (ANP) is used to obtain the relative weights to reduce the number of pairwise comparison on the basis of AHP [20] . So the ANP is the development and supplement of AHP. In addition, the method of comprehensive evaluation, principal component analysis, and other methods are all important methods to calculate weights, which are applied in TOPSIS [21] [22] [23] . On the other hand, the optimal or worst value for every attribute should be selected, and a quantitative measure method should be constructed to compare with each other. Fuzzy mathematics provides a quantitative calculation method for describing uncertain things [11-15, 18, 19] , but there is a lot of uncertainty and subjectivity in the designing of fuzzy sets. Professor Deng proposed the grey system theory which is one of powerful methods for data analysis with partly known and partly unknown information in uncertain environment [24, 25] . Distance standard deviation is an important numerical characteristic which reflects the distribution of data. Very recently, it is worth noting that distance standard deviation is introduced into the grey confidence interval estimation for small samples [26] . This study shows that distance standard deviation contributes to describe the degree of dispersion between different samples for grey system. However, in the grey relational analysis, the value of distance standard deviation has not been explored. In view of this, this paper will introduce the distance standard deviation factor in the grey relational analysis, so as to take full account of the numerical characteristics of different series of data.
Based on the deepening realization about the generality of multiattribute decision-making problems and the core of TOPSIS method, part of the work has been completed in the following. In Section 2, the sample distance standard deviation is defined between different system behavior sequences, and then the improved grey relational analysis based on sample distance standard deviation is constructed, which paved the way to further discussion. In Section 3, the innovative new TOPSIS method is proposed. The degree of aggregation between different data is served as an important decision factor for TOPSIS method. The grey relational analysis is improved on the basis of the distance standard deviation and applied to quantify the correlation between different sequence data. The distance standard deviation is also used to calculate the weights between the sequence data and the optimal scheme or the worst case. Section 4 gives three applications of the developed approach, and the numerical steps and results are clearly shown. The last section summarizes the whole paper.
The Improved Grey Relational Analysis Based on Dispersion Degree
At present, the grey relational analysis has been applied more commonly to many scientific decision-making problems, such as computer science, engineering and other related fields. It provides a tool to evaluate grey relational degree based on distances between reference sequence and comparative sequence. In fact, only considering the maximum and minimum distance between data is not enough. Generally speaking, the sample aggregation characteristics reflect the inherent character of data, which should be considered in the calculation of grey relational degree. The numerical characteristics of the attribute data distribution can reflect the degree of dispersion of the data distribution. If the degree of dispersion of the data is small, the distribution is relatively concentrated, and this attribute is relatively important. And the standard deviation of sample distance of data coincides with this characteristic. Therefore, the sample distance standard deviation as an important concept that embodies the degree of data distribution density will be brought into the calculation of grey relational degree.
Definition . For the given system behavior sequence is as follows:
.
(
The distance between 0 ( ) and ( ) is defined as follows:
For ∈ (0, 1), and for every , , let
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denotes the sample distance standard deviation between 0 and , and ( 0 , ) = (1/ ) ∑ =1 ( 0 ( ), ( )) is defined as the average distance between 0 and . Then ( 0 , ) is called grey relational degree with sample distance standard deviation, in which and are called distinguishing coefficient, ∈ (0, 1), , ∈ (0, 1], and 's value satisfies the following requirements:
, if min ( 0 , ) > 0 constant, and constant ∈ (0, 1) ,
Theorem 2. e improved grey relational degree ( 0 , ) with sample distance standard deviation ( 0 , ) satisfies the following three axioms of grey correlation:
(1) e property of normality: 0 < ( 0 , ) ≤ 1.
(2) e property of closeness: the greater the ( 0 , ), the closer of 0 to . Proof. It is obvious that ( 0 , ) ≥ 0 for system behavior sequence 0 , 1 , . . . , , . . . , . So the theorem can be proved in two cases.
for every , then in these circumstances, we can obtain the result that 0 < ( 0 , ) ≤ 1 by (4).
( 0 , ) = 1, if and only if 0 = . For system behavior sequences 0 and ,
is monotonically decreasing and ( 0 ( ), ( )) is monotonically decreasing, the property of closeness is received.
At last, because of | ( ) − ( )| = | ( ) − ( )|, the property of pair symmetry is obvious.
. Because min ( 0 , ) > 0, we can receive the result that 0 ̸ = for every , then ( 0 , ) ̸ = 1 in this case. Because max ( 0 , ) and min ( 0 , ) are constant which determined by system behavior sequence
. It is obvious that the closeness is established.
Because | ( ) − ( )| = | ( ) − ( )|, the property of pair symmetry can be received.
Remark . The new grey relational analysis takes full advantage of the inherent regularity of data distribution and introduces the dispersion of data distribution into them. The distance standard deviation is more likely to reflect the overall dispersion of the data distribution than the distance.
Remark . In the case of min ( 0 , ) = 0 or ( 0 , ) = ( 0 , ), that is, there are two system behavior sequence 0 and that are parallel or overlapped, the distance between 0 and is fully considered by (3). Expressly if two system behavior sequence data are parallel, then the smaller the distance is, the greater the similarity is, and the greater the grey relational degree is.
The Novel TOPSIS with Improved Grey Relational Analysis to Solve Multiattribute Decision-Making Problem
This section tries to improve traditional TOPSIS with new grey relational analysis mentioned above. The degree of dispersion and aggregation between different data will serve as an important decision factor for TOPSIS. The abovementioned grey relational analysis will be used to calculate the grey relational degree between the alternative scheme and the optimal or worst case scheme. At the same time, the standard deviation of distance will be taken as the decisive factor of weight calculation in order to determine the weight of each index for MADM problems.
Step . Standardization of the value of original decision matrix = ( ) × : this will help eliminating the influence of dimension and magnitude in data processing. The original decision matrix = ( ) × can be expressed as follows:
where is the th attribute value of the th evaluation object. For multiattribute decision-making problem, the normalized decision matrix is = ( ) × after standardization of = ( ) × . For the benefit attribute
For the cost attribute
Step . To pick out the optimal and worst alternatives, the optimal alternative is denoted as = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) ∈ , where 
For the normalized decision matrix = ( ) × , the normalized optimal alternative can be denoted as = ( 1 , 2 , . . . , ) ∈
, and the normalized worst alternative can be denoted as = (
. It is not difficult to calculate that = (1, 1, . . . , 1) ∈ , and = (0, 0, . . . , 0) ∈ by (7) and (8), respectively.
Step . To calculate the sample distance standard deviation for different attribute, the symbol 1 used to denote the sample distance standard deviation between the th attribute vector and the th attribute optimal value, where
The symbol 2 is used to denote the sample distance standard deviation between the th attribute vector and the th attribute worst value, where
Step . To compute the grey relational degree + and − . There are some different cases based on (3).
(1) When min 1 > 0 and 1 ̸ = 1 for every , = 1, 2, . . . , , the symbol + is the grey positive relational degree between and , where
At the same case, the symbol − is the grey negative relational degree between and , where
(2) When min 1 = 0 or 1 = 1 , for every , = 1, 2, . . . , , the grey positive relational degree + can be computed as follows:
And the grey negative relational degree − between and can be received as follows:
Step . To determine weights and for the grey positive relational degree and grey negative relational degree, similar to the above, there are two cases below.
(1) When min 1 > 0, 1 ̸ = 1 , min 2 > 0, and 2 ̸ = 2 for every , = 1, 2, . . . , , and can be obtained as follows:
where the sample distance standard deviation 1 and 2 can be determined by (11) and (13).
(2) Otherwise, the weights and can be calculated as follows:
where the average distance 1 and 2 can be determined by (12) and (14).
The smaller the distance standard deviation of attribute data or the average distance is, the stronger the regularity of attribute data is, and the bigger its weight is. On the contrary, the larger the distance standard deviation of attribute data or the average distance is, the larger the distribution range of attribute data is, the weaker the regularity is, and the smaller the weight is. It is obvious to find that the greater the is, the closer alternative attribute value and the optimal alternative attribute value are. Similarly, the weight has the same nature. The greater the is, the closer alternative attribute value and the worst value are.
Step . To calculate the grey TOPSIS grade, the grey positive relational grade + between the ith evaluation alternative and the optimal solution can be received as follows:
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The grey negative relational grade − between the ith evaluation alternative and the worst solution can be received as follows:
And the comprehensive grey TOPSIS evaluation result is defined as follows:
It is obviously that the comprehensive grey TOPSIS evaluation result reflects the closeness between alternative and positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution. The larger the + is, the closer is to positive ideal solution, and the smaller the − is, the farther is to negative ideal solution. The reason behind this is that after the first dimensionless standardized processing of the original data, the improved TOPSIS method is used for evaluation, and the obtained grey relational degree and weights have the function of adaptive adjustment with the change of data. On the one hand, the grey positive relational degree can reflect the closeness between the data and the same attribute data of the positive ideal solution, while the grey negative relational degree can reflect the closeness between the data and the same attribute data of the negative ideal solution. On the other hand, the weights of different attributes can feedback the importance of the attributes based on the numerical characteristics of the attribute data.
Numerical Results
In this section, three examples will be used to demonstrate the effectiveness of the methods proposed above. The first example shows that the improved grey relational analysis is more comprehensive than the traditional grey relational analysis, which can avoid some unreasonable results. The second one is used to illustrate the rationality of the improved grey relational analysis. The novel TOPSIS with improved grey relational analysis will be applied for assessment of weapon system in the second example. In addition, Example 3 will illustrate that the method of this paper can avoid the occurrence of the rank reversal phenomenon, which is superior to the traditional TOPSIS method.
Example . The following example will try to solve the grey relational degree with improved method in this paper. Take four system behavior sequences for example, 1 = {0.1, 0.9, 0.1, 0.9, 0.1}, 2 = {1, 0, 1, 0, 1}, 3 = {0.2, 1, 0.2, 1, 0.2}, and 4 = {0.9, 0, 0.9, 0, 0.9}. Figure 1 illustrates the changing trend curves for different system behavior sequences.
Solution
Step . Because the data of four system behavior sequences are in a relatively small range [0, 1], the data preprocessing can be ignored. According to (2) , compute the distance ( 1 ( ), ( )) = | 1 ( ) − ( )|, respectively, ( = 1, 2, . . . , 5). The symbol
)) is used to represent the distance vector between 1 and , = 2, 3, 4.
( 1 , 2 ) = (0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9, 0.9) , Step . Compute the average distance ( 1 , ) and the sample distance standard deviation ( 1 , ).
( 1 , 2 ) = 0.9,
Step . According to (3) and (4), the improved grey relational degree ( 1 , ) based on discrete degree of data in statistics can be solved as follows:
( 1 , 2 ) = 0.6376,
The results show that
, which indicates 1 is more relevant to 3 compared with others. The two sets of data 1 and 3 are parallel and nooverlap, so they can be considered different, and the grey relational degree cannot be valued at one. Obviously, the valuing and sorting of the improved grey relational analysis results are superior to the classical method shown in Table 1 .
In this example, some parameters are taken as follows: = 0.5, = 0.8, = 0.5, and = 0.5.
Example . In this example, seven surface-to-air missile weapon system alternatives 1 , 2 , . . . , 7 will be evaluated by grey TOPSIS method in the following. The multiattribute weapon system is evaluated from the combination of traditional grey relational analysis and TOPSIS in reference paper [27] , but no convincing calculation index weight is given. In order to obtain the best selection of weapon systems, [28] developed fuzzy analytic hierarchy process by entropy weight to evaluate the weight. Metin, Serkan, and Nevzat [29] utilized AHP and TOPSIS to assess weapon systems. AHP is more difficult because of the comparison between the two factors, then this paper from the distribution of different indicators to consider the dispersion degree and facilitate the given weight. A good surface-to-air missile weapon system depends on a lot of attributes, such as the maximum speed of missile ( max ), the maximum speed of target ( max ), the maximum overload of target ( max ), the highest boundary of killing range ( max ), the farthest boundary of killing range ( max ), the number of targets that can simultaneity be shot by one weapon system ( ), the single shot kill probability of missiles ( ), the reaction time of missile weapon system ( ), the lowest boundary of killing range ( min ), the launching weight of missiles ( 0 ), and the nearest boundary of killing range ( min ) as listed in Table 2 [27]. Based on the above facts, the optimal selection of multiple weapons is very important and complicated for evaluation and assessment of weapon system.
Step . The normalized decision matrix = ( ) × can be calculated by (7) and (8) as follows: 
Step . Use (9) and (10) to determine the optimal alternative and worst alternative .
= (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ) , = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) .
Step . The average distance and distance standard deviation are calculated, respectively, by (11)- (14). 
where 1 = ( 11 , . . . , 1,11 ), 2 = ( 21 , . . . , 2,11 ),
Step . To determine the indicator weights, 
where = ( 1 , . . . , 11 ), = ( 1 , . . . , 11 ).
Step . The grey positive relational degree + and grey negative relational degree − can be obtained by (15) and (16) 
Step . At last, the comprehensive grey TOPSIS evaluation results can be derived as follows: 
For the sake of convenience, the data in Table 3 retains three significant digits. Obviously, the presented method in this paper is consistent with the sorting results of the reference method [27] and TOPSIS. According to the comprehensive grey TOPSIS evaluation results, the order is 2 , 1 , 3 , 6 , 7 , 5 , 4 . In general, the ranking results of the methods are consistent, but locally, the change of evaluation values is different by Figure 2 . The attribute value of the single shot kill probability of missiles (P) of X 5 , X 6 , and X 7 is relatively close in Table 2 . And the weights 7 = 0.1035 and 7 = 0.1129 are the biggest in the same kind of attribute index weights. And the weights of attribute indexes with large difference are relatively small. These lead to a close ranking of X 5 , X 6 , and X 7 .
Example . For the multiattribute missile selection problem, this example will delete or add alternative to evaluate whether there is a rank reversal phenomenon based on the original data of Example 2. The traditional TOPSIS method usually uses Euclidean distance to measure, and the weights of different attributes are fixed, which easily causes the phenomenon of rank reversal [30] . In the decision-making process of the proposed method, when the alternatives are compared with Table 4 . In the case of dropping 7 out of alternative set, the indicator weights are updated to the following results: 
In the second case, the weights and for the grey positive relational degree and grey negative relational degree can be determined as follows: 
The above weights are two sets of weights given after considering both positive and negative ideal solutions, which can be adjusted automatically according to the characteristics of data distribution.
Based on Example 2, the ranking results of the original alternative set are Similarly, we can obtain the following results with dropping 7 out of alternative set:
Then for the last case, we can receive the following ranking:
It is not difficult to find that the ranking of the original alternatives is unchanged under the two different circumstances, so there is no rank reversal. We believe that no rank reversal is a normal phenomenon, so the novel TOPSIS method in the paper is more in line with people's thinking logic.
Since the improved TOPSIS method in this paper has two sets of attribute weights during the evaluation process, the weights can be dynamically adjusted with the change of data distribution density no matter in reducing the evaluation objects or increasing the evaluation objects. The final result of the evaluation presented to us is that the original data will not have the phenomenon of rank reversal. Correspondingly, the traditional TOPSIS method is prone to rank reversal because the attribute weights cannot be adjusted dynamically. The specific information under the two different circumstances is shown in Table 4 .
Conclusions
The traditional TOPSIS method is limited because it only takes the distance between the data into account, without introducing the degree of data dispersion. In addition, the classical grey relational analysis method does not study the aggregation and dispersion degree of different series of data. Based on this, a novel grey TOPSIS method developed from an improved grey relational analysis and a new indicator weight determination method, which well evaluated different objects. The improved grey relational analysis method makes full use of the discrete degree of the different sequence data and considers the overall distribution of the data, so as to avoid the shortage of the maximum and minimum distance of data. At the same time, the concept of sample distance standard deviation is proposed to solve the problem of different indicator weights determination. And there examples have successfully tested the effectiveness of the proposed method. Especially, the ranking of multiple weapons with MADM typical features verifies the feasibility for practical MADM problem. In the process of solving MADM, the present method in this paper overcomes the rank reversal problem of classical TOPSIS. It is worth noting that the proposed TOPSIS method depends on quantitative test data. As a future work, qualitative data and semantic fuzziness will also be introduced into the improved TOPSIS method to solve more complex multiattribute decision problems. In addition, we will reveal the necessity of introducing grey relational analysis into MADM problems further.
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